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Abstract: According to research, generally, 2.5 quintillion bytes of data are produced every day. 
About 90% of the world’s data has been produced in the last two years alone. The amount of data 
is increasing immensely. There is a fight to use and store this tremendous information effectively. 
HBase is the top option for storing huge data. HBase has been selected for several purposes, includ-
ing its scalability, efficiency, strong consistency support, and the capacity to support a broad range 
of data models. This paper seeks to define, taxonomically classify, and systematically compare ex-
isting research on a broad range of storage technologies, methods, and data models based on HBase 
storage architecture’s symmetry. We perform a systematic literature review on a number of pub-
lished works proposed for HBase storage architecture. This research synthesis results in a 
knowledge base that helps understand which big data storage method is an effective one. 
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1. Introduction 
One of the leading technical problems confronted by today’s companies is to ensure 

that a massive amount of data is stored, manipulated, and recovered efficiently. Online 
services and social media are the prime cause of data creation nowadays. Facebook 
(https://www.facebook.com/) users generate 4 million likes every minute and upload 450 
billion photos and videos per day [1]. Together, other social media apps, the internet of 
things (IoT), and geographic, vector space, electric power, wireless sensor, and power 
grids produce an immense amount of data, exceeding the scale of petabytes daily [1,2]. 
These data may include valuable information that current technologies sometimes fail to 
investigate properly. Some existing traditional systems extract those parts of data that the 
system can store and process [3,4]. Moreover, all the remaining data are wasted—most of 
the data stored in an unstructured manner using different languages and tools are not 
compatible. 

Big data evolution is disclosing a severe systemic problem. A systemic problem is 
when the amount of data is increasing day by day, but they are not stored and processed 
efficiently. The reason is that the standard tools and techniques are not designed to man-
age and handle big data’s complexity [5,6]. Conventional tools and techniques are unable 
to handle these complexities because data are growing in a huge volume and in terms of 
variety and substantial value, and includes different data types [7]. It is necessary to han-
dle such a huge amount of data and its significant problems efficiently. It is undoubtedly 
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a crucial challenge for a database designer to design a system according to big data’s im-
mense problems. Inevitably, designing a scheme according to big data issues is a crucial 
task for database designers. 

Large companies in the transportation, weather forecasting, IoT and power sectors, and 
social websites, e.g., Facebook, Instagram (https://www.instagram.com/), Yahoo 
(https://www.yahoo.com/), etc., produce petabytes of data per day that include different types 
and formats [8,9]. These data are used for future decision making, and this decision immedi-
ately impacts the company’s future. These data have a wide range of distinct data formats and 
types that traditional schemes may not store and process. Many problems are faced while re-
fining a big dataset; the main problem is to guarantee adequate storage, rather than just pro-
cessing or analyzing. 

There are specific tools that developed over time to store and process big data accu-
rately. Hadoop is one of the tools that can process structured, unstructured, and semi-
structured colossal datasets. It has two main paradigms—the Hadoop distributed file sys-
tem and Hadoop storage area—and map-reduce: a powerful processing tool that pro-
cesses the stored data [8]. HBase is another big data refining tool developed on Hadoop 
and ran on top of the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). Because the architecture 
of HDFS is rigid, it cannot change according to the dataset’s parameters. The first time 
Facebook selected HBase to implement its new messaging platform was in November 
2010 [10]. In 2010, Apache HBase began as a project by the company powerset out of a 
need to process the massive amount of natural language search data. Now the Apache 
HBase is a top-level project. 

This study’s core findings have provided a systematic literature review that illus-
trates the works directly associated with particular datasets. This paper seeks to define, 
taxonomically classify, and systematically compare existing research on a broad range of 
storage technologies, methods, and data models based on HBase storage architecture. We 
perform a systematic literature review on a number of published works proposed for 
HBase storage architecture’s symmetry. This research synthesis results in a knowledge 
base that helps understand which big data storage method is an effective one. 

1.1. Apache HBase 
HBase is an open-source, distributed, multi-dimensional, and NoSQL database [10]. 

It is designed to achieve high throughput and low latency. It provides fast and random 
read/write functionality on substantial datasets. It provides the bloom filter data structure, 
which fulfills the requirement of fast and random read-write. The HBase runs on the top 
of HDFS and provides all capabilities of a large table to Hadoop. HBase stores files on 
HDFS. It has the capabilities to store and process a billion rows of data at a time. Due to 
the dynamic feature of HBase, its storage capacity can be increased at any time [11]. HBase 
leverages Hadoop infrastructure like HDFS and Zookeeper. Zookeeper co-ordinates with 
HMaster to handle the region server. A region server has a collection of regions. The re-
gion server is responsible for the handling, managing, and reading/writing functions for 
the region. 

A region has data of all columns/qualifiers of column families. A HBase table can be 
divided into many regions where each region server handles a collection of regions. HBase 
became famous due to its features of fast and random read/write operation. Many com-
panies adopted HBase because the current problem is handling big data with fast pro-
cessing [11], and HBase is a good option. 

The HBase framework offers several methods for extracting, manipulating, and stor-
ing big data [12]. This tool has progressed in recent years due to its dynamic architecture 
and promotes data integrity, scalability, fault-tolerance, and easy-to-use methods [12]. All 
of these variables have contributed to the popularity of Apache Hadoop, both in academia 
and in businesses. Most of the companies are using Apache HBase to store their dataset. 
They have changed the storage architecture according to the parameters of datasets. 
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1.2. Apache HBase Data Model 
HBase is a NoSQL and column-oriented database. While it looks like a relational da-

tabase that includes rows and columns, HBase is not a relational database. It is a column-
oriented database, while the relational databases are row-oriented. Both databases store 
data differently on the hard disk [13]. Figure 1 is the illustration of the HBase table archi-
tecture while the components [12,13] of the HBase table are described below: 
(1) Table: HBase tables are column-oriented, i.e., data are stored in column format. 
(2) Row Key: It is the most crucial component of the HBase table. It is used for searching 

and retrieving data. It increases the speed of the searches. 
(3) Column Families: The entire columns related to each other are combined and called 

column families, as shown in Figure 1. 
(4) Column Qualifiers: Each column in the HBase table is known as the Column Quali-

fier. 
(5) Cell: A cell is made up of row key, column family, and column qualifier. Actual data 

are stored in a cell. There are many versions of the cell. 
(6) Time Stamp: A Time Stamp is made up of date and time. Whenever data are stored, 

they have a unique date and time. The timestamp is stored with the actual data, mak-
ing it easy to search for a particular version of the data. 

 
Figure 1. HBase table architecture. 

1.3. Contributions 
Over the past years, the researchers proposed several methods to store different da-

tasets on HBase in different ways [14–17]. Most of the research was published worldwide 
in journals and conferences. Some of the storage technique research studies are dataset 
specific, and some cover all types of datasets. Many publications make it difficult for com-
panies to find an accurate and efficient technique to store datasets. Thus, there is a need 
to organize and classify all the proposed storage techniques based on HBase storage ar-
chitecture. Table 1 below presents the research questions and objectives which we tried to 
investigate in this work. 

Table 1. Research questions and their objectives. 

No. Research Questions Objectives 

RQ1 
What are the primary datasets and storage  

techniques used by the researchers? 
The aim is to investigate the primary focus  

of the researcher in datasets and storage techniques. 

RQ2 
What are the primary factors of selecting HBase  

storage architecture in various domains? 
The aim is to investigate the domain that is working  

on HBase storage architecture. 

RQ3 
Are the proposed approaches  

application/data-specific or generic? 
The aim is to identify whether the proposed techniques 

are data-specific or generic. 

In this paper, we present a comprehensive systematic literature review on the HBase 
storage framework. Thus, our main contributions are: 
 We have provided a systematic literature review (SLR) that shows which studies are 

directly associated with particular datasets. 
 We have indicated the main research areas in HBase storage architecture and that 

there is still a need for improvements. 
 The present study’s taxonomy will lead to a comprehensive analysis of the more ac-

tive storage framework areas. 
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Research methodology, motivation, and 
research questions are described in Section 2. Section 3 provides the answers to our research 
questions. A comprehensive discussion about selected studies is available in Section 4. The 
concluding remarks are available in Section 5. 

2. Materials and Methods 
In this systematic literature review, we pursued the three-phase rules proposed by 

[14]. We conducted three tasks in the first phase: planning review, procedure review, and 
protocol review. The evaluation was performed in the second phase, as is the norm for 
research papers. In the third phase, we have reported the outcomes of the dissemination 
evaluation. All the phases are discussed in detail. 

2.1. Search Criteria 
After the research question was identified, search criteria were described based on 

the research question. There have always been two search criteria: (1) search string and 
(2) search sources. 

2.1.1. Search String 
This was described based on research questions. Since our primary focus was on re-

viewing the proposed storage techniques on HBase, our search string was based on the 
following criteria. Figure 2 shows the search string. 

 <HBase storage architecture>OR<HBase>OR<HBase Data 
Model>OR<HBase storage techniques>OR<Storage 

methods>OR<HBase storage method>

AND
<SLR on HBase>OR<HBase survey>OR<HBase popularity><SLR HBase 

Storage Architecture>OR<HBase SLR>OR<SLR HBase Data 
Model>OR<Literature review  HBase  Storage Techniques>OR<SLR on 

Storage Method>

 
Figure 2. Search string for searching required papers. 

2.1.2. Search Sources 
We selected ACM (Association for Computing Machinery society), ScienceDirect, 

and IEEEXplore (A digital research database by Institute of Electrical and Electronics En-
gineers society) for research papers, as shown in Table 2. These repositories provide the 
advanced level search and refine the search query by year, journal, and conference. 

Table 2. List of selected research resources. 

Resources Hyperlinks 
IEEEXplore https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/ 

ACM https://dl.acm.org/ 
ScienceDirect https://www.sciencedirect.com/ 

2.2. Selection Strategy 
We purely apply some variables (requirements) to separate the high and low-quality re-

search papers in the selection strategy phase. These variables are based on inclusion and ex-
clusion rules, as shown in Table 3. The inclusion rules were established based on study topics 
and questions introduced in the section on motivation and research questions. The infor-
mation about paper selection stages is available in Table 4. These rules were applied to all the 
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papers of stage 2 and papers were selected based on the inclusion rules. Table 5 shows all the 
stages according to the papers. 

Table 3. Inclusion and exclusion rules. 

 Inclusion Rules Exclusion Rules 

1 Those papers that address one research question at least. 
Papers do not answer even a single defined  

research question. 

2 
Those papers have the ultimate goal of HBase storage architecture, 

data model, and storage techniques and do not concentrate on 
other HBase issues. 

Papers do not use HBase for storage architec-
ture; they only discuss the working  

of HBase architecture. 

3 Those papers that are published in journals or conferences. 
Papers are not published at  
conferences or in journals. 

4  Papers do not have full text. 
5  Short articles and discussions. 

Table 4. Papers selection stages according to inclusion and exclusion rules. 

Stages Applied Inclusion and Exclusion Rules 
Stage 1 Performed the defined research query on the selected sources. 

Stage 2 
Downloaded all the papers by just going through abstract, title, keywords, and those related to  

the research question. 
Stage 3 Applied the inclusion and exclusion defined rules. 
Stage 4 Deeply studied all the contents and finalized for systematic literature review (SLR). 

Table 5. All papers according to stages. 

Source Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 
ScienceDirect 690 89 20 13 
IEEEXplore 380 120 60 15 

ACM 108 60 15 03 
Total 1178 269 95 31 

Search queries were conducted on 1 July 2019. All chosen documents are structured 
in excel by source, name, publication year, authors, and keywords and classified accord-
ing to the investigated questions. 

3. Results 
In this section, we provide answers to all the research questions that we defined in 

Section 2. We intensely discuss and analyze these numerous selected research articles clas-
sified based on datasets such as transportation data, IoT, Internet of Vehicles (IoV), geo-
graphic spatial data, power grid, sensor data, and electric data. There are several features 
of the datasets that have different levels of scalability and implementation. Whether a spe-
cific work includes the indexing/row key, novel techniques and experimental results, we 
have provided all such main features for all 31 works discussed in this study. 
 RQ1: What are the primary datasets used by the research? 

RQ1 analyses several studies and storage techniques developed for specific datasets. 
Each storage method is based on specific characteristics of datasets, such as their volume 
environment, hot-spotting, load balancing, higher reading or writing processes, index, 
data integrity, scalability, and high availability. Most of the research has been carried out 
to store specific data on HBase effectively. Thus, these storage models are best for this 
specific dataset. We classify all the selected studies-based on datasets and relevant storage 
techniques in Table 6. RQ1 provides the sound details of storage techniques for several 
types of datasets. The discussions are also added for each dataset type. In Table 6, P refers 
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to the paper number used for the systematic literature review conducted in this work (e.g., 
P1 refers to paper 1, P2 refers to paper 2, and so on.), while citation reference is available 
against each paper id. The dataset and storage technique columns include several state-
of-the-art HBase architecture based datasets and storage methods, respectively. 

Table 6. Numbers of studies based on storage technique and dataset. 

No. Dataset Storage Technique 

[P1] [11] Remote sensing data A distributed storage model for heterogeneous remote sensing data. Data were stored 
as a NetCDF (Network Common Data Form) file. 

[P2] [15] Wireless sensor data (IoT) 
A two-layer distributed storage structure was designed: (1) distributed database to 

store metadata; (2) MySQL to store sensor data. 
[P3] [16] Wireless sensor data Designed a real-time storage model: stored massive data quickly. 
[P4] [17] Power grid A versatile event-driven data model for power grid multi-source data. 
[P5] [18] Internet of Vehicles (IoV) A distributed storage and processing system on HBase. 
[P6] [19] Sensor data Designed a data processing middleware for storing sensor data. 
[P7] [20] Remote sensor image data The storage model of remote sensing image data was designed. 

[P8] [21] Geospatial data 
Designed the HBase table to store Geospatial data 

Used the MapReduce to improve input/output (I/O) efficiency for geospatial data. 

[P9] [22] Geographic data/spatial-temporal An efficient organization and storage proposed by adopting the strong expansibility for 
spatial-temporal information. 

[P10] [23] Spatial vector 
Designed two models: (1) HBase storage schema with Z curve as row key; (2) HBase  

storage schema with geometry objects identifiers as the row key. 
[P11] [24] Sea wind and satellite image Geographical information query system based on HBase storage model. 
[P12] [25] Spatial-temporal Proposed an Automatic Identification System based on HBase and Spark (AISHS). 

[P13] [26] Location-based data 
Proposed a multi-dimensional data storage model 

Index structure using quadtree over HBase. 
[P14] [27] Healthcare data Designed a multi-table structure and three kinds of index tables. 

[P15] [28] Healthcare data 
Designed an architecture for healthcare big data management and analysis. 

For personal health problem detection and vital real-time sign monitoring, a prototype 
system was constructed. 

[P16] [29] Equipment dataset 
The data model of the equipment database was designed based on HBase. Equipment 

data’s reading and writing processes were established. 
[P17] [30] Electricity power data A distributed storage system on HBase for electric power data. 
[P18] [31] Electric consumption data Storage model for electric power to manage Morocco school electricity consumption. 

[P19] [32] Sample data and alarm dataset in 
a power system 

Designed a data storage structure for power data. 

[P20] [33] E-Commerce 
Designed a non-primary key table; through this primary table query, the row key table 

is generated. 
[P21] [34] DNA DNA sequence storage schemes based on HBase were designed. 
[P22] [35] E-Commerce Devised a new distributed data storage framework for e-commerce data. 
[P23] [36] Marketing strategy Designed a unique table schema on HBase to store business data. 

[P24] [37] Online data 
Redesigned the HBase Architecture, used the thinner layer of a log-structured B+ tree 

to store actual data instead of HDFS. 
[P25] [38] Urban traffic data (Time-series) Designed a distributed storage model for urban road traffic data. 
[P26] [39] Geography Designed high-performance geographical database. 

[P27] [40] Document data Designed an index framework to store versioned documents and processed  
them efficiently. 

[P28] [41] 
Bixi Data (Time-series dataset 

collected by the sensor) Designed a Column Family Indexed Data Model. 

[P29] [42] Power grid A secondary index on the event-driven storage model. 

[P30] [43] Traffic data (Time-series) A scheme for monitoring data storage and processing; used the HBase to store timing 
monitoring data. Enhanced the field method to improve storage efficiency. 

[P31] [44] IoV A row key structure design to store IoV data. 

[P1] worked on remote sensing data to detect distant objects. Their work stored data 
in NetCDF file formats. Additionally, they used a metadata standard based on the ISO 
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19115-2:2009 metadata template, hence making a heterogenous file format. [P2] developed 
an HBase storage system for IoT. They constructed a two-layer distributed storage archi-
tecture that used the HBase and MySQL architecture to store sensor metadata. [P3] used 
the HBase architecture for wireless sensors’ data to design a real-time storage model. The 
dynamics of HBase storage architecture are updated and optimized in their work. [P4] 
designed an event-driven approach for the HBase storage model. Their architecture can 
store multi-source data from power grids by using a join operation. They also proposed a 
scheme of virtual column families for resolving the multi-source data storage problems. 
[P5] advanced a distributed storage architecture for storing and processing the IoVs data. 
They integrated the HBase, Hadoop, and Spark to store and process the IoVs data. 

[P6] proposed a massive sensor data oriented database (MSDB) architecture to solve 
the problems of data scattering, hotspot, and high concurrent transaction processing. They 
employed the MSDB strategy on the HBase medium. [P7] presented a scalable approach 
of big data technology, e.g., using the HBase storage database, they designed a remote 
sensing storage architecture, and then they combined a grid index with a Hibert curve to 
establish an indexed image data. [P8] proposed a geospatial data storage technique based 
on the MapReduce and HBase architecture. Their method’s key components are: (1) a re-
finement method based on the MapReduce for accessing the geospatial data, and (2) de-
signing HBase tables for storing and managing geospatial data. An efficient storage 
method was proposed by [P9], which adopted the HBase characteristics of reading and 
writing the data in real-time. They proposed encapsulated spatial-temporal meta-seman-
tic object (MSO) information. [P10] developed two schemes of HBase storage architecture. 
The first is based on the Z-curve for row keys, and the other is based on geometric object 
identifiers. 

A geography information query system was studied and implemented by [P11]. The 
system developed by them was based on HBase architecture, and their query systems can 
retrieve the aerial images and sea winds data using a graphical interface efficiently. [P12] 
presented a distributed system based on HBase and Spark architecture for storage and 
automatic identification system (AIS) data querying. They implemented a co-location 
based HBase region and Spark RDD (Resilient Distributed Dataset) partitions to ensure a 
spatial-temporal query system. [P13] presented a NoSQL based design for HBase archi-
tecture to store largescale data. Their approach is rather weak in this regard. This is be-
cause the data presented by them are available in column families, and they have stored 
them in relational database systems, which is a relatively old approach. A snowflake 
model proposed by [P14] was based on the HBase multi-table architecture. They also pro-
posed a guideline for healthcare data processing. The test set was carried out on 750 mil-
lion records to compare their proposed scheme with traditional tall-table HBase models. 
[P15] also worked on the healthcare datasets by proposing a big data management archi-
tecture. They constructed a prototype based on HBase, Spark MLLib, Hive, and Spark 
Streaming for real-time health problems detection. 

A system to manage equipment data using HDFS file formats and HBase databases 
was designed by [P16]. They studied HBase’s data management, reading and writing pro-
cesses of HBase, and data modeling of equipment databases. [P17] proposed a distributed 
storage architecture for electric power data systems. Their system consists of HBase stor-
age, status monitoring, data migrations models, and fragmentation technique. They also 
tuned HBase parameters for improving the efficiency of storage architectures. [P18] de-
veloped an interesting project for a Moroccan school to check the electricity consumption; 
they proposed a solution of big data selection, integration, and storage on an HBase model 
architecture. They selected several features, such as solar radiation, temperature, humid-
ity, and electricity consumption, to propose a storage model. A distributed column-ori-
ented approach was designed by [P19], based on a power application to store largescale 
real-time data. [P20] proposed a non-primary key table based on the fact that a secondary 
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index will be developed, and using those secondary indexes, an efficient query was estab-
lished for efficient storage retrieval. Their experiment was also based on HBase storage 
architecture. 

The research on DNA sequence storage was proposed by [P21]. They used HBase as 
a storage model, and a pre-splitting strategy was applied to optimize DNA classification 
code. This helps in resolving the imbalanced dataset problems. [P22] designed a scalable 
storage framework by changing the read-write mode of hotspot data. They performed 
their experiments on S-HBase storage architecture instead of HBase architecture. A unique 
table scheme for storing the business data was proposed by [P23]. This results in efficient 
market data analysis, and by using the business indexes, it is easier to plot the floating 
population and store transactions. [P24] implemented an HBase-BDB (Berkley Database) 
that was operating over local volumes. Their proposed architecture uses a log-structure-
based B+ tree scheme for key-value storing. [P25] adopted HBase of Hadoop for stirring 
largescale urban traffic data. They applied the framework of MapReduce in their pro-
posed method for statistical analysis of traffic flow data. 

A geographical database (G-HBase) was designed based on the HBase storage archi-
tecture by [P26]. The G-HBase indexes geographic data by using the Geohash function as 
the rowkey; G-HBase employs a Geohash rectangle partitioning for supporting spatial 
queries. [P27] worked on documents by proposing a new framework for indexing ver-
sioned documents. They also extended the keyword queries into general phrase queries. 
[P28] proposed a column family Indexed data model (CFIDM). In their proposed model, 
they convert the queried columns into multiple column families. 

Many relational databases face the issues of malfunctioning when there are large-
scale datasets. [P29] provided a refined HBase architecture that uses a secondary index 
scheme. Their proposed method saves storage space efficiently and also accelerates the 
query process. [P30] proposed a monitoring scheme for data storage and processing that 
was based on Hadoop architecture. Their proposed scheme uses the HBase database for 
storing timing monitoring data. They also worked on traffic data by using MapReduce 
distributed computing. Internet of Vehicles (IoV) is a unique concept being used in smart 
city applications. It provides meaningful information about city traffic data. [P31] pro-
posed a massive traffic data querying technique using HBase architecture to analyze smart 
city data. 
 RQ2: What are the primary factors for selecting HBase storage architecture in 

various domains? 
We answer RQ2 by describing the storage techniques and methods of selected stud-

ies. We organize the selected studies based on sensor, IoT, IoV, Traffic, geoscience, 
healthcare, marketing, and document data, electric power data, and various other do-
mains. Besides, the main features are presented in various tables. 

3.1. Internet of Things (IoT) 
The internet of things continually produces a large amount of data. There is a need 

to collect, process, store, analyze, and use these data. Humans produce big data while 
machines produce IoT-based data. IoT is the next stage of big data. Different NoSQL da-
tabases are used to manage such a tremendous amount of data. HBase is one such NoSQL 
database. The research proposed a broad range of storage models on HBase to store and 
process IoT, power, and sensor data. Table 7 shows the main features of selected studies 
in the IoT domain. 
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Table 7. Main features of selected studies for IoT domain. 
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[P1]    Elastic based secondary  Managed heterogeneous  
remote sensing data. 

  

[P2]    Implement row key  
in lexicographic order 

 Solved the issue of hotspot data scatter 
and high concurrent transactions. 

Not men-
tioned (NM) 

 

[P3]      Quickly stored massive sensor data.   

[P4]    Event type and event time  
as the row key 

 Novel virtual column family improved 
the join operation. 

  

[P5]    Single row key, complexed row key  

Overcame the single point of failure. 
Reliable data storage. 

Met the real-time  
computing requirements. 

  

[P6]      Redesigned the HBase table, solved the 
problem of the hotspot. 

  

[P7]    Grid index and the Hibert curve  

Stored imaged data. 
Effectively improved the data writing 
and query speed, and showed good 

scalability. 

  

[P25]      Stored the traffic data.   

[P30]    Hash prefix with a timestamp  Improved the HBase table for time  
series data. 

  

[P31]      Improved query performance of time  
series data. 

  

[P1] proposed a distributed data management architecture. This architecture handles 
remote sensing data in a heterogeneous environment. There are different file formats that 
HBase supports. Remote sensing data have a different characteristic, based on these char-
acteristics; data are generated in different data types and formats. The authors selected a 
NetCDF file format to store the remote sensing in the proposed architecture. First, they 
converted all types of data in a NetCDF format then loaded it into the proposed architec-
ture of HBase. An elastic search-based secondary index was built on HBase that provided 
the ability to search for data based on metadata content. This architecture is mainly di-
vided into three components: the data integration component, data organization and stor-
age component, and data index and search component. The first component extracts, 
transforms and loads remote sensing data automatically. The second component organ-
izes the data remote sensing data in HBase, while the third component indexes the data 
and prepares it for search queries. [P2] introduced a lexicographical order for solving 
hotspot data center issues and high concurrent data transactions. A two-layer distributed 
storage structure was designed that includes two systems such as (1) a distributed data-
base to store metadata and (2) MySQL to store sensor data. However, they have not men-
tioned the experimental evaluations in their work. [P3] worked on IoT-based sensors data. 
They proposed the HBase architecture for wireless sensors’ data to design a real-time stor-
age model. The dynamics of HBase storage architecture are updated and optimized in 
their work. 

[P4] proposed a versatile Event-Driven data model on HBase for multi typed data of 
the power grid. Event-driven models defined each row as a unique record in the power 
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grid and stored each single row in the HBase table structure. A novel virtual column fam-
ily is used to resolve the compatibility issue between various data formats. HBase does 
not support the join operation. The join operation is integrated with the proposed model 
that improved the reading performance. A unique row key is designed to improve query 
performance. The row key is a combination of a timestamp and a novel virtual column. 
Because all the data are stored in a single column, there is no need to use the join operation. 

[P5] proposed a storage system on HBase for handling the IoT. IoT based system ar-
chitecture consists of three primary levels: the gateway layer, HBase managing layer, and 
the last one is global managing layer. The proposed system has two layers. One is the 
distributed database HBase to store the metadata of sensor data, and the second is MySQL 
to store the sensor data. 

[P6] proposed a novel HBase data storage for wireless sensor networks. The storage 
model is designed for efficient real-time data processing. The main reason behind this 
storage model is that a real-time processing system can only fulfill the need for different 
users’ queries one at a time. Ethnics primitives were used to integrate heterogeneous da-
tasets stored in the HBase database. A real-time flow of data, stored in the cluster data-
base, is used to satisfy the users’ multiple needs that required data storage performance. 
Besides, text data of the historical stream is also migrated in a proposed storage model. A 
line keyword is used as a unique row key to store the data in HBase. In the last section, a 
discussion is conducted on when the storage space is insufficient. 

The power grid usually generates enormous amounts of data from multi-sources 
with hundreds of complicated data types. Different complex data types are needed to 
store accurate results efficiently. 

Sensor technologies generate a tremendous amount of data. How to efficiently store 
and process this sensor data is a hot research topic. [P6] proposed a data processing mid-
dleware to tackle the issue related to sensor data. This middleware was named massive 
sensor data processing (MSDB). The hotspot is a big issue while managing big data; the 
authors used a pre-splitting technique to solve the hotspot issue. To store sensor data, they 
redesigned the HBase table according to the characteristics of sensor data. 

[P7] proposed an improved distributed storage and query for remote sensing data. 
The proposed system works in three steps. First, the storage model, according to the char-
acteristics of remote sensing data, redesigned the HBase table. Second, a grid index and 
Hibert curve were combined to establish the index for the image data. The third is the last 
step in which MapReduce parallel processing was used to read and write remote sensing 
data. 

The work [P25] used the MapReduce framework component of Hadoop for pro-
cessing and statistical analysis of urban traffic data. The monitoring system generates a 
massive amount of time series monitoring data in real-time. It is an issue to store and 
process data efficiently. To tackle the issue of time series data in the cloud computing 
environment, [P30] proposed a scheme on Hadoop. This schema used HBase as a database 
to store the time-series data and MapReduce for improving the processing efficiency. The 
authors changed the HBase table structure according to the need for traffic data and their 
requirements. Furthermore, the authors designed a framework for storing or processing 
the traffic data. This program has two main modules: the HBase storage module and the 
MapReduce processing module. 

The concept of the Internet-of-vehicles is derived from the Internet of Things. Primar-
ily, the IoV’s problem is to collect and process enormous amounts of massive information. 
[P5] originally designed a distributed HBase IoV data storage system. The proposed sys-
tem has three main layers: the application layer, which provides the interface; the data 
processing layer, which processes the data according to the design format of HBase; and 
the third layer is the data storage layer, which stores the actual data. Moreover, three types 
of row keys are designed, such as single row key, complex row key, and secondary row 
key. This system ensured to solve the main three issues of IoV data. First, it can overcome 
a single point of failure; secondly, it ensures the real-time computing requirement; third, 
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it ensures reliable data storage. In the same way, [P31] proposed a massive traffic data 
querying solution using HBase. The authors designed a schema for the HBase table, and, 
in particular, a row key structure was designed to store data effectively. 

3.2. GeoScience 
A traditional database is a good option for transactional operations but not suitable 

for large scale data analysis and processing. For large scale data analysis and processing, 
like geospatial data, an efficient storage model is required. [P8] proposed a storage model 
based on HBase and MapReduce to tackle geospatial data storage and processing. There 
are two important parts of the proposed storage model. First, to improve the efficiency of 
I/O, an advanced method for geospatial data was proposed on MapReduce. Secondly, the 
authors redesigned the table structure of HBase according to the requirement of Geospa-
tial data. A unique row key was designed based on the Geohash string to access the stored 
geospatial data efficiently. Table 8 shows that the main feature of selected studies of the 
GeoScience domain. 

Table 8. Main features of selected-studies of GeoScience domain. 
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[P8]    Geo Hash  Improved I/O efficiency.   
[P9]      Improved query processing time.   
[P10]    Z curve or Geometry object identifier  Improved query performance.   

[P11]      Improved write operation, and a log layer 
was used instead of HDFS. 

  

[P12]    Combination of B-order value  
and keyword 

 Improved query efficiency and reduced 
the time consumption of spatial queries. 

  

[P13]    Index structure using quadtree  
over HBase 

 Multi-dimensional data storage. 
Thousands of location updates per second 

  

[P26]    Geohash  Decreased the spatial query time.   

[P9] stores spatial-temporal information in HBase and mainly focuses on the classifi-
cation and abstraction of it. The HBase storage model is built by constructing a spatial-
temporal data table and designing the meta semantic object (MSO). MSO is an abstraction 
of geographic space. To support spatial queries for geographical databases, Hong Van Le 
et al. [P26] proposed a novel partitioning method. 

The spatial vector data of the geographic information system (GIS) is increasing dra-
matically. Nowadays, storing and processing spatial vector data is a key step for GIS. [P10] 
proposed a NoSQL storage schema for spatial vector data on HBase. Two storage schemas 
were designed: one, Z schema, is a row key-based Z curve, and the second, ID schema, is 
a row key based on geometry object schema. In the Z curve, the schema row key is based 
on the Z curve. First, it divides the regions into two dimensions, then fills the gap by Z 
curve. Now, this Z curve is used as a row key. In the second schema, the polygon ID is 
used as a row key. In this schema, each column family has only two column qualifiers. 
The first column qualifier is used to store the spatial index, and the other column is used 
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to store the co-ordinate information of the polygon. A series of experiments were per-
formed to evaluate the proposed schema design. 

In the advancement of cloud computing, its dynamic nature, powerful storage capac-
ity, and other features create incentives to migrate the traditional system to cloud compu-
ting. This leads to the opening of a new research gate for researchers to solve the deploy-
ment issues from a traditional system to the cloud computing environment. [P11] de-
signed a geographical information query system based on HBase. The query system made 
users retrieve the information of sea wind and satellite images by the graphical interface. 
This system has three layers: the operation and view layer, data processing layer, and 
storage layer. Data processing is improved by designing a row key as combined by the B-
order value and keyword. The system was implemented on the National Geographic Pub-
lic Welfare project. The scale of maritime traffic data is rapidly increasing. The AIS has 
emerged as a safe means of navigation for ships. [P12] proposed AIS Data management 
based on HBase and Spark. This distributed system provides efficient storage and near 
real-time queries to massive AIS data. 

AIS HBase and spark store all data of a single ship in one region of HBase. This work 
is done with the help of HMaster. This way, it improves query performance and data ac-
cess time. A secondary index was constructed on spatial-temporal attributes of massive 
AIS data, and co-location was created between HBase regions and Spark RDD to ensure 
efficient spatial-temporal query. The AISHS consists of main three-components. First, the 
data storage module; this module stores massive AIS data on HBase. It is also responsible 
for storing single ship data in a single region of the region server of HBase. The second 
component is the secondary index module; it creates the secondary index based on AIS’s 
spatial-temporal attributes. The third module is a query processing module responsible 
for ensuring efficient query processing with a low cost and a high performance. 

[P13] presented a multi-dimensional data storage model for location-based applica-
tions on HBase. The authors introduced a new index structured on HBase using the quad-
tree. The multi-dimensional data were based on the location that was inserted first and 
nearest neighbor queries were performed. In the end, response time was compared with 
the traditional database management systems. 

3.3. Healthcare 
The growth of healthcare data is increasing day by day with different data types and 

formats. [P14] proposed a multi-table structure on HBase for storing and processing 
healthcare data. On top of the multi-table structure, three types of index tables were de-
signed. Each table has a single column family with various column qualifiers for the single 
medical field, as multiple tables were designed for different medical fields but with the 
same structure of the table. An author called this model a snowflake model architecture. 
It enables a more flexible scheme for designing three index tables. The proposed model 
mainly composed of a fact table and a set of dimension tables. The fact table has the actual 
data of the patient and the health status of the patient. At the same time, the dimensional 
table is the split part of the fact table. The use of dimension tables eliminated the extra cost 
of filter operation. Because only a part of the table can be accessed in the query, there is 
no need to query or scan the big full table. Results were evaluated in a real-time environ-
ment. 

The volume of healthcare data will increase dramatically to 35 Zeta Bytes, as esti-
mated by [28]. [P15] presented an architecture for healthcare, big data management, and 
analysis. The proposed architecture consists of five layers: data layer, data aggregation 
layer, analytics layer, information and exploration layer, and data governance layer. The 
data layer is concerned with different data formats such as unstructured data, semi-struc-
tured data, and structured data. Moreover, it provides the facility for data collection. The 
primary responsibilities of the data aggregation layer are (1) data extraction, (2) transfor-
mation, and (3) loading data into the storage architecture. Second, the analytics layer in-
cludes the main functionalities, e.g., (1) streaming, (2) data processing, (3) optimization, 
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and (4) indexing. Thirdly, the primary tasks of the information exploration layer are (1) 
real-time monitoring, (2) reporting, and (3) clinical decision support. Finally, the data gov-
ernance layer is responsible for metadata management. 

Organizing the data is a crucial factor for any organization. [P16] organized the 
equipment data into three dimensions: equipment type, data format, and data type. They 
then classified the equipment into four methods: equipment type, equipment style, equip-
ment class, and equipment. Table 9 shows the main features of selected studies of the 
healthcare domain. 

Table 9. Main features of selected studies of the healthcare domain. 
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[P14]    Personal Identification Num-
ber (PIN) 

Improved reading/writing 
by three index table 

Multi-tables structure, simple  
or complex row key. 

  

[P15]     NM Detected potential health problems.   

[P16]    Equipment code is used as the 
row key 

 

Improved the reading/writing operation. 
Organized the equipment data  

into three dimensions. 
Supported fast retrieval of massive data. 

NM  

3.4. Electrical Power 
Electric power generates millions or billions of statuses, reading, debugging, and on 

and off conditions’ data on a single dataset. It is real-time decision-making data at a spe-
cific time without a single error. [P17] proposed a distributed storage system on HBase to 
fulfill the electric power data. This storage system consists of various modules like the 
client, HBase database, status monitors, data migration modules, and data fragmentation 
modules. A common information model (CIM) is used to exchange data between modules 
and heterogeneous environments. CIM is a file format and is designed for more efficient 
data exchange. A little change is made in the table structure of HBase to store electric data 
with a unique row key. This model was implemented in a real-time environment and the 
result was evaluated. Table 10 shows the main features of selected studies of the electric 
power domain. Table 11 shows the main features of selected studies of different datasets, 
document data, and marketing data. 
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Table 10. Main features of selected studies of electric power domain. 
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[P17]    
Combination of region 

key, name,  
id, and timestamp 

 Improved writing operation   

[P18]    Combination of column 
and timestamp value 

Decrease the cost of the 
expense of  

electrical consumption 
School electric data storage   

[P19]    Sequential key  Stored the massive power  
data quickly 

  

[P28]      Improved the multi-dimension  
query time 

  

[P29]    Event time used  
as the row key 

 Improved the reading operation   

The electrical consumption rate is different in various fields. It also depends on the 
meter. There are two types of meter: home field meter and industrial field meter. Various 
sectors expose electrical consumption expenses. The educational sector is at the top of 
electricity consumption due to their new practices and activities, e.g., electrical equipment 
usage, implementing complex scientific experiments, and organizing various events in 
different domains. [P18] proposed a storage system for electrical consumption forecasting 
in a Moroccan Engineering School. An actual storage model on HBase is proposed to man-
age the electricity cost; this helped to manage or decrease the electricity expenses. All the 
paraments like solar radiation, humidity, wind speed, electrical equipment, and temper-
ature directly impact electrical consumption. The proposed system has three main com-
ponents: data collection, data integration, and data storage. High fault tolerance and scala-
bility are the main features of this system. 

[P19] designed a massive data storage structure of power data. The designed archi-
tecture has three main layers: application layer, service layer, and storage layer. The ap-
plication layer’s concern is to provide an interface, and the service layer is a source of 
communication between application layers and the database layer. The storage layer 
holds the actual power data. Experiments have been performed in a real-time environ-
ment. [P28] stated that HBase is inefficient if users carry out multi-dimensional queries. 
Some existing approaches incur additional costs in writing performance or consistency 
maintenance, while others are restricted to specific applications. The authors proposed a 
column family indexed data model (CFIDM) to improve the presence of both known row 
key choir and composite row key queries. The queried column is converted into several 
families of columns. Values are partitioned in the specific column. Each partition is shown 
by a column family, which transforms the column family into an index without additional 
costs. 

[P29] describes that indexing improves query processing speed. Many plans have 
been developed to improve HBase query performance, such as Hive and Index. Never-
theless, these indexing techniques are on columns. The author suggested a secondary in-
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dexing technique. It was implemented on the statistical basis of an event-driven data stor-
age model on HBase. The author modifies the event-driven storage model’s table structure 
to increase efficiency. In the HBase table design, a new layer of the virtual column family 
has been added in columns. The mechanism provides a minimum speed of 5.584× and a 
maximum speed of 571.360×, whereas speedup without index provides a minimum speed 
of 1.797× and a maximum speed of 8.581×. 

3.5. Documents 
The major problem in the big databases is to manage versioned documents [P27]. The 

authors of [P27] concentrate on the unique case of versioned indexing documents, in 
which those documents can improve over time, and each consists of several variants. The 
objective is to achieve a feasible compressed index for collecting versioned documents 
with limited redundancy while supporting phrase search queries with sensitive time lim-
its for output [P27]. 

3.6. Marketing 
With the advancement of e-commerce and e-Business, these areas require a scalable 

and consistent database. NoSQL provides features to address the issues related to cloud 
computing. However, hot spot data and unbalanced data distribution between nodes are 
still a severe bottleneck. [P22] devised a new database storage framework to solve the 
hotspot issue, with fair distribution of data between nodes on HBase. The authors distrib-
uted data in different nodes to address the hot spot issue. Moreover, it has improved the 
reading and writing operation. 

It has become difficult to respond to fast-changing and uncertain trends for small 
business entrepreneurs. To store and process the business data, [P23] proposed a unique 
table schema to store business data for marketing strategy analysis. 

[P20] describe that HBase supports the query based on the row key only if you do 
not know the row key; you will require a full scan table to obtain the requested data. That 
leads to cost and low efficient operation. The authors suggested the secondary indexes in 
a non-primary key table, and a query will be made on the row key by this secondary index 
table. This has enhanced query performance with high latency. The suggested secondary 
indexed table and the primary table are added to the same region server. Each region 
server will have the same indexed table and the primary table. If the user establishes an 
index or query, it is possible to complete the particular connection to the Region server. 
This approach helps in load balance, and at a time, only one Region Server is responsible 
for the query result. 

3.7. Different Datasets 
The demand for research and analysis of biological sequences, such as DNA se-

quences and protein sequences, is evolving. More efficient storage and biological se-
quence data applications are new challenges currently faced by developers and research-
ers. [P21] proposed a novel storage architecture for the DNA sequence of biomolecules. 
Based on the current biological sequence file’s storage format characteristics, a new stor-
age system was designed using the pre-splitting row key design strategy based on DNA 
division and the file indexing mechanism. 

As for the process, there is a higher layer that can help in the process to store the data. 
The layer system has many issues due to the issue of integration and consistency between 
layers. [P24] proposed an elastic key-value store. It used the B+ log file structure for stor-
age instead of HDFS, which can help solve the HBase layered system’s issues. The pro-
posed system was deployed by using the yahoo cloud serving Benchmark. 
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Table 11. Main features of selected studies on document, marketing and other domains. 
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Document Domain 
[P27]      Indexing technique on versioned document   

Marketing Domain 

[P20]      Improved the data processing by adding the in-
dex table in each region 

  

[P22]      Solved the issue of hotspot data. 
Improved storage balance. 

  

[P23]      An optimized table schema for suggesting  
marking strategy operations. 

  

Different Domain 

[P21]    
DNA classification 

code used  
as the row key 

 Solved the issue of hotspot data.   

[P24]      Changed the layered architecture of HBase.   

We have provided a brief introduction of different domains that are currently using 
the HBase storage architecture. Table 12 includes all those papers published during 2015–
2019, while different domains used for such works are also available in Table 12. The sen-
sor is the domain that was studied the most, while documents are the least studied do-
main. Geospatial comes next to the sensor; also, electric power, healthcare, and marketing 
domains were discussed in the above sections. The sensors domain works are the most 
discussed ones (~32%) that used HBase storage architecture as a basis for the storage 
model. It includes the NetCDF file formats, MySQL, real-time storage models, event-
driven models for power grids, IoVs data, data processing middleware frameworks, and 
real-time computing environments. The selected studies based on IoT data also include 
remote sensing data, wireless sensors data, and urban traffic data. 

The geospatial domain includes the works (~23%) that used geographic/geospatial 
datasets in the primary implementation. It mainly consists of spatial vectors, sea winds 
and satellite images, spatial-temporal and location-based data, and high-performance ge-
ography databases. The electric power domain is also dominant (~16%) over several dis-
cussed domains. It mainly includes electricity power data, electricity consumption data, 
alarm systems, Bixi-data (time-series data), and power grid data. The healthcare domain 
consists of largescale healthcare data (~10%) and equipment datasets. The data models are 
designed based on HBase model architectures. The marketing domain includes e-com-
merce and marketing strategic data (~10%) devised for distributed data storage frame-
works by marketing experts. Documents (~3%), DNA sequencing, and online data storage 
frameworks based on HBase architecture (~6%) are also discussed in Table 12. An analysis 
of different datasets was also provided in Table 11. Figure 3 shows the selected studies 
based on the domain in the group. 
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Table 12. Groups based on domain. 

Years Worked Domain 
(2015 to 2019) [P1–P7], [P25], [P30], [P31] Sensor 

 [P8-P13], [P26] Geospatial 
 [P14-P16] Healthcare 
 [P17–P19], P28], [P29] Electric power 
 [P21], [P24] Different datasets 
 [P27] Documents 
 [P20], [P22], [P23] Marketing 

 
Figure 3. The number of works in a specific domain. 

 RQ3: Are the proposed approaches application/data-specific or generic? 
In order to answer RQ3, we categorize the preferred techniques in a graph, whether 

the techniques are particular to the application, data, or more generic. Figure 4 shows that 
77% of data models from 2015 to 2019 are domain-specific; however, only 23% are generic 
models. A significant number of works used the specific models in their architectures, 
while a few architectures are based on the generic models. 

 
Figure 4. Generic and specific data model. 

Approximately 77% of the works are application/data-specific, as mentioned in our 
work. [P1] used an elastic-based secondary key to manage heterogeneous remote sensing 
data, [P2] implemented a row key to solve hotspot data scattering issues. [P3] also used 
the sensor data without using any indexed row key, [P4] improved the virtual column 
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family join operation, and [P5] is based on the single and complex row key HBase archi-
tecture. 

The works by [P6–11] are data-dependent and have the applications of storing sev-
eral data types. These works effectively improved data writing, query speed, and scala-
bility. For example, [P6] worked on HBase table performance, [P7] developed a grid index 
and Hibert curve-based scalable method for HBase storage, [P8] improved I/O efficiency, 
[P9] adopted query processing improving strategy, [P10] also improved query perfor-
mance, and [P11] improved the read/write operation of databases. [P12] introduced an 
efficient time cost-saving method for spatial queries. A multi-dimensional data storage 
method was introduced by [P13]. A significant improvement in multi-tables structure and 
potential threats detection in healthcare databases was developed by [P14] and [P15]. 
[P17–19] worked on upgrading the electric power domain by improving storage architec-
tures and database writing operations. 

The hotspot data issues were resolved by [P21], and an optimized table scheme for 
marketing data was suggested by [23]. [P25] worked in traffic sensor data, [P26] decreased 
the spatial query time of Geohash index key and [P27] introduced an indexing technique 
for versioned documents. An improvement in the query performance of time-series data 
was introduced by [P31]. 

Mainly, for generic approaches, the research was performed on equipment, e-com-
merce, online, Bixi data and traffic datasets. The generic approaches investigated the phe-
nomenon of HBase storage architecture for different domains without being data specific. 
[P16] used the equipment code as the row key index, [P20] also used an indexing key to 
improve data processing, [P22] improved the storage imbalance problem without using 
any row key, [P24] used an indexing key and changed the architecture of HBase, and [P28–
30] used event-based row keys and improved the multi-query operations. The works men-
tioned by [P28–30] used time-series data for improving query performance. 

4. Discussion 
We provided a significant number of reviews about state-of-the-art HBase architec-

ture-based works used in different domains. The systematic literature review includes the 
paper from sensors, geospatial, healthcare, electric power, marketing, and different docu-
ment and online database domains. We provided an investigation about HBase storage-
based benchmarks which can be useful for many tech companies, and the provided re-
search can help them establish their business models. The present work has also set a 
benchmark in the research of HBase storage architecture, and to the best of our 
knowledge, we are the first to provide a comprehensive review of HBase storage. 

The features selected for comparing the selected works are storage efficiency, 
whether the work being studied is novel, indexing/row key, improved reading/writing 
capability, and whether it has experimental evaluation and implementation. We provided 
detailed results about all described features in different tables. Almost all the works dis-
cussed in the results section are efficient and scalable except [P26], which is not scalable 
and [P27] lacks in storage efficiency. Only [P25] and [P31] cannot provide novel tech-
niques out of the 31 discussed works. The experimental results are not available for a some 
of the presented studies, e.g., [P7], [P13], [P16], [P19–P21], and [P23] have not provided 
experimental results. The implementation details are missing for works [P9] and [P10] 
only. All the discussed studies have several distinct features, which make this systematic 
literature review a sound benchmark for researchers to find any paper within the seven 
discussed domains. 

Some works provided a literature review about big data processing and databases; 
for example, Habeeb et al. [45] provided a survey of real-time big data processing in anom-
aly detection applications. Neilson et al. [46] developed a survey about using big data 
applications in the transportation domain. They offered insights into the big data analytics 
for potential advanced transportation systems. Furthermore, there are still no reviews 
available on the selected research resources (available in Table 2), which are needed to 
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provide a thorough insight into the HBase storage architecture. Hence, based on the pre-
sented study’s provided literature, we can propose that a comprehensive survey on the 
HBase storage architecture is established in this work. 

5. Conclusions 
Big data is an emerging technology nowadays. Different tools and technologies have 

been used to store and manage big data based on different characteristics such as volume, 
velocity, veracity, value, etc. This study’s core findings have provided a systematic litera-
ture review that illustrates the works directly associated with particular datasets. We have 
provided the taxonomical analysis of several state-of-the-art works regarding the HBase 
storage architecture. Our main objective in this investigation is to deeply analyze pub-
lished research work on HBase storage architecture. This paper seeks to define, taxonom-
ically classify, and systematically compare existing research on a broad range of storage 
technologies, methods, and data models on HBase. We performed a systematic literature 
review on a number of published works proposed for HBase storage architecture. This 
research synthesis results in a knowledge base that helps understand which big data stor-
age method is an effective one. Simultaneously, the database designers can find the limi-
tations of several methods while working on HBase storage architecture. They will also 
be able to identify that the proposed techniques are data-specific or generic. 

In this paper, we conducted a systematic literature review of 31 papers published 
from 2015 to 2019. We selected these published papers based on inclusion and exclusion 
rules. Our primary focus was to analyze the proposed storage technique on HBase storage 
architecture. Additionally, we discussed the main features of this proposed storage archi-
tecture. Moreover, we grouped the storage architecture based on dataset and domain. Ac-
cording to the selected studies, 77% of the proposed techniques are dataset specific, while 
only 23% are generic techniques. The present work is a contribution to the database de-
signers, researchers, and developers. It can be used as a study to find the literature specific 
to the HBase architecture, and businesses can assess the content based on our presented 
study. 

The presented work also has some limitations, which will be considered in future 
work. We did not perform experiments for each study to evaluate its performance; in-
stead, we only provided the literature based on the published content. We have only in-
cluded seven domains in this existing literature review; however, several other domains 
can be studied in the future, e.g., transportation, manufacturing, and air quality monitor-
ing sensor data, digital twins-driven smart monitoring data, as well as oil and gas, indus-
try 4.0, and multimodal big data analytics. We only selected three major research re-
sources for data collection; additionally, future works can consider using other libraries 
such as MDPI, Springer Link, and other journals/conferences. 

In the future, we will focus on the execution time of several storage techniques, and 
we will also include the investigation of different data formats for storage techniques. We 
will try to add other domain challenges in our future work as well. The present study only 
focuses on the models studied based on the published materials, and the presented data 
were stored with a default HBase setting. Additionally, future work will also include the 
experimental evaluations of all discussed models. 
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